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Abstract
In the current era of Big data, high volumes of valuable data can be generated at a high velocity from high-varieties of data sources
in various real-life applications ranging from sensor networks to social networks, from bio-informatics to chemical informatics.
In addition, Big data are also available in business, education, engineering, ﬁnance, healthcare, scientiﬁc, telecommunication,
and transportation domains. A collection of these data can be viewed as a big dynamic graph structure. Embedded in them
are implicit, previously unknown, and potentially useful knowledge. Consequently, eﬃcient knowledge discovery algorithms for
mining frequent subgraphs from these dynamic streaming graph structured data are in demand. On the one hand, some existing
algorithms discover collections of frequently co-occurring edges, which may be disjoint. On the other hand, some other existing
algorithms discover frequent subgraphs by requiring very large memory space. With high volumes of Big data, available memory
space may be limited. To discover collections of frequently co-occurring connected edges, we present in this paper two eﬃcient
algorithms that require smallmemory space. Evaluation results show the eﬃciency of our edge-based algorithms in mining frequent
subgraphs from graph streams.
c© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
Peer-review under responsibility of KES International.
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1. Introduction and related works
With the automation of measurements and data collection, together with an increasing development and usage of
a large number of sensors, high volumes of valuable data have been produced at high velocity from a high variety
of data sources in diﬀerent application areas—such as bio-informatics, chemical informatics, e-commerce, education,
engineering, ﬁnance, healthcare, science, sports and telecommunications22,30—in the current era of Big data17,21.
Mostly due to their high volumes, the quality and accuracy of data depend on their veracity (i.e., uncertainty of the
data18,24,25,26). These advances in technology have led to streams of semantic web, sensor network, social network,
and road network data9,12,15,29. These kinds of data share in common the property of being modeled in terms of graph-
structured data10,28 so that graph streams are generated. Embedded in these data are implicit, previously unknown, and
potentially useful knowledge. In order to be able to make sense of streaming data7,8,27,31, stream mining algorithms
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are needed. When comparing with mining from traditional static databases, mining from dynamic data streams11 is
more challenging due to the following properties of data streams:
1. Data streams are continuous and unbounded. To ﬁnd frequent patterns from streams, we no longer have the
luxury of performing multiple data scans. Once the streams ﬂow through, we lose them. Hence, we need some
data structures to capture the important contents of the streams (e.g., recent data—because users are usually more
interested in recent data than older ones).
2. Streaming data are not necessarily uniformly distributed; their distributions are usually changing with time.
A currently infrequent pattern may become frequent in the future, and vice versa. So, we have to be careful
not to prune infrequent patterns too early; otherwise, we may not be able to get complete information such as
frequencies of certain patterns (as it is impossible to retract those pruned patterns).
These two properties play an important role in the mining of data streams in general. They play a more challenging
role in the mining of a speciﬁc class of streaming data—namely, streams of graph structured data.
Over the past decade, both approximate and exact algorithms have been proposed to mine frequent patterns from
data streams. For instance, approximate algorithms (e.g., FP-streaming13, TUF-streaming20) focus mostly on eﬃ-
ciency. However, due to approximate procedures, these algorithms may ﬁnd some infrequent patterns or miss fre-
quency information of some frequent patterns (i.e., some false positives or negatives). An exact algorithm mines
only truly frequent patterns (i.e., no false positives and no false negatives) by (i) constructing a Data Stream Tree
(DSTree)23 to capture contents of the streaming data and then (ii) recursively building FP-trees for projected databases
based on the information extracted from the DSTree.
In recent years, several solutions have been proposed for mining graph streams. For instance, Aggarwal et al. 1
studied the research problem of mining dense patterns in graph streams, and they proposed probabilistic algorithms for
determining such structural patterns eﬀectively and eﬃciently. Bifet et al. 2 mined frequent closed graphs on evolving
data streams. Their three innovative algorithms work on coresets of closed subgraphs, compressed representations of
graph sets, and maintain such sets in a batch-incremental manner. Moreover, Valari et al. 32 discovered top-k dense
subgraphs in dynamic graph collections by means of both exact and approximate algorithms. Furthermore, Chi et al. 6
proposed a fast graph stream classiﬁcation algorithm that uses discriminative clique hashing (DICH), which can be
applicable for OLAP analysis over evolving complex networks. We3 previously mined frequent patterns—in the form
of collections of frequently co-occurring edges—from dense graph streams. Speciﬁcally, our previous solution ﬁnds
collections of frequently co-occurring edges, which include connected as well as disjoint edges. In many real-life
situations (e.g., social or business applications4,16,19), it is desirable to obtain collections of frequent disjoint edges
so as to help the discovery of the missing links (e.g., connect two or more disjoint groups of social entities sharing
common research or business interests).
In some other situations, it is more eﬃcient to ﬁnd only the collections of frequent connected edges. Hence, in
this paper, we present two algorithms that ﬁnd collections of frequently co-occurring connected edges from streaming
graph structured data:
1. Our ﬁrst algorithm is an indirect 2-step one that ﬁrst discovers all frequent edges and then prunes irrelevant
(disjoint) edges at a post-processing step, whereas
2. our second algorithm is a direct 1-step one that pushes the pruning step early in the mining process for discovering
all frequent connected edges.
Consequently, regardless which of the two edge-based algorithms was applied, only relevant patterns (i.e., frequent
connected subgraphs) are returned to users. Moreover, as high volumes of streaming graph structured data can be
generated at a high velocity, data may be too big to ﬁt into memory. Both algorithms were designed in such a way
that they use limited memory in the eﬃcient mining of frequent subgraphs from graph streams.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section gives background. Section 3 presents our
ﬁrst algorithm, which builds an on-disk data structure to capture and maintain relevant streaming graph structured
data, recursively discovers collections of frequent edges, and then prunes those disjoint edges at a post-processing
step. Section 4 presents our second algorithm, which pushes the pruning step early in the mining process. Evaluation
results and conclusions are given in Sections 5 and 6, respectively.
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2. Background
In this section, we provide background on frequent pattern mining from streams, with a focus on stream mining
with (i) a global DSTree, (ii) a global DSTable, and (iii) a global DSMatrix. These three data structures were designed
to serve as global structures for capturing important contents of batches of streaming transaction data within the
current sliding window. With these global structures, local structures (e.g., local FP-trees) can be built from which
frequent patterns can be mined.
2.1. Stream mining with a data stream tree (DSTree)
An exact algorithm mines frequent patterns from streaming data by ﬁrst constructing a Data Stream Tree (DS-
Tree)23, which is then used as a global tree for recursive generation of smaller FP-trees (as local trees) for projected
databases. Due to the dynamic nature of data streams, frequencies of items are continuously aﬀected by the insertion
of new batches (and the removal of old batches) of transactions. Arranging items in frequency-dependent order may
lead to swapping—which, in turn, can cause merging and splitting—of tree nodes when frequencies change. Hence,
in the DSTree, transaction items are arranged according to some canonical order (e.g., alphabetical order), which can
be speciﬁed by the user prior to the tree construction or mining process. Consequently, the DSTree can be constructed
using only a single scan of the streaming data. Note that the DSTree is designed for processing streams within a
sliding window. For a window size of w batches, each tree node keeps (i) an item and (ii) a list of w frequency values
(instead of a single frequency count in each node as in the FP-tree for frequent pattern mining from static databases).
Each entry in this list captures the frequency of an item in each batch of dynamic streams in the current window.
By so doing, when the window slides (i.e., when new batches are inserted and old batches are deleted), frequency
information can be updated easily. Consequently, the resulting DSTree preserves the usual tree properties that (i) the
total frequency (i.e., sum of w frequency values) of any node is at least as high as the sum of total frequencies of its
children and (ii) the ordering of items is unaﬀected by the continuous changes in item frequencies.
Such a global DSTree is always kept up-to-date when the window slides. The actual mining process is “delayed”
until it is needed. To start mining, the mining algorithm ﬁrst traverses relevant tree paths upwards and sums the
frequency values of each list in a node representing an item (or a set of items)—to obtain its frequency in the current
sliding window—for forming an appropriate projected database. Afterwards, the algorithm constructs a local FP-tree
for the projected database of each of these frequent patterns of only 1 item (i.e., 1-itemset) such as an {x}-projected
database (in a similar fashion as in the FP-growth algorithm for mining static data14). Thereafter, the algorithm
recursively forms subsequent FP-trees for projected databases of frequent k-itemsets where k ≥ 2 (e.g., {x, y}-projected
database, {x, z}-projected database, etc.) by traversing paths in these FP-trees. As a result, the algorithm ﬁnds all
frequent patterns. As items are consistently arranged according to some canonical order, the algorithm guarantees the
inclusion of all frequent items using just upward traversals. Moreover, there is also no worry about possible omission
or double-counting of items during the mining process. Furthermore, as the DSTree is always kept up-to-date, all
frequent patterns—which are embedded in batches within the current sliding window—can be found eﬀectively.
Note that the DSTree mainly relies on the assumption—usually made for many tree-based algorithms14—that all
trees (i.e., the global tree together with subsequent FP-trees) ﬁt into the memory. For example, when mining frequent
patterns from the {x, y, z}-projected database, the global tree and three subsequent local FP-trees (for the {x}-, {x, y}-
and {x, y, z}-projected databases) are all assumed to ﬁt into memory. However, there are situations (e.g., for streaming
graph structured data) where the memory is so limited that not all these trees can ﬁt into memory.
2.2. Stream mining with a data stream table (DSTable)
To deal with situations where the memory is so limited that not all these trees can ﬁt into memory, the Data Stream
Table (DSTable)5 was proposed. The DSTable is a two-dimensional table that captures on the disk the contents of
transactions in all batches within the current sliding window. Each row of the DSTable represents a domain item. Like
the DSTree, items in the DSTable are arranged according to some canonical order (e.g., alphabetical order), which
can be speciﬁed by the user prior to the construction of the DSTable. As such, table construction requires only a
single scan of the stream. Each entry in the resulting DSTable is a pointer that points to the location of the table entry
(i.e., which row and which column) for the “next” item in the same transaction. In addition, the DSTable also keeps
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w boundary values (to represent the boundary between w batches in the current sliding window) for each item. By
doing so, when the window slides, transactions in the old batch can be easily identiﬁed for removal and transactions
in the new batch can be easily added.
Like the DSTree, the DSTable is always kept up-to-date when the window slides. The corresponding mining
algorithm ﬁrst extracts relevant transactions from the DSTable. Then, the algorithm (i) constructs an FP-tree for the
projected database of each of these 1-itemsets and (ii) recursively forms subsequent FP-trees for projected databases
of frequent k-itemsets (where k ≥ 2)—by traversing the paths of these FP-trees—to ﬁnd all frequent patterns.
Because the DSTable also keeps w boundary values for each row (representing each of the m domain items) to
facilitate easy insertion and deletion of contents in the DSTable when the window (of size w batches) slides, the
DSTable needs a total of m × w boundary values. Moreover, each table entry is a pointer that indicates the location in
terms of row name and column number of the table entry for the “next” item in the same transaction. When the data
stream is sparse, only a few pointers need to be stored. However, when the stream is dense, many pointers need to be
stored. Given a total of |T | transactions in all batches within the current sliding window, there are potentially m × |T |
pointers (where m is the number of domain items). Furthermore, during the mining process, multiple FP-trees need to
be constructed and kept in memory (e.g., FP-trees for all {a}-, {a, c}- and {a, c, d}-projected databases are required to
be kept in memory).
2.3. Stream mining with a data stream matrix (DSMatrix)
To avoid storing many pointers (i.e., potentially m × |T | pointers, where m is the number of domain items and |T |
is the number of transactions in all batches within the current sliding window) when the memory space is limited,
Data Stream Matrix (DSMatrix)3 can be used. Generally, a DSMatrix is a two-dimensional structure that captures the
contents of transactions in all batches within the current sliding window by storing them on the disk. The DSMatrix
is a binary matrix, which represents the presence of an item x in transaction ti by a “1” in the matrix entry (ti, x) and
the absence of an item y from transaction t j by a “0” in the matrix entry (t j, y). With this binary representation of
items in each transaction, each column in the DSMatrix captures a transaction. Each column in the DSMatrix can be
considered as a bit vector.
When the window slides, the DSMatrix keeps track of any boundary between two batches so that transactions in the
older batches can be easily removed and transactions in the newer batches can be easily added. Unlike the DSTable
(in which boundaries may vary from one row representing an item to another row representing another item due to the
potentially diﬀerent number of items present), boundaries in DSMatrix are the same from one row to another because
we put a binary value (0 or 1) for each transaction. Hence, the DSMatrix only keeps w boundary values (where
w  m×w) for the entire matrix, regardless how many domain items (m) are there. Moreover, as DSMatrix uses a bit
vector to indicate the presence or absence of items in a transaction, the computation does not require us to keep track
of the index of the last item in every row, thus incurring a lower computation cost. Given a total of |T | transactions
in all batches within the current sliding window, there are |T | columns in our DSMatrix. Each column requires only
m bits. In other words, the DSMatrix takes m × |T | bits (cf. potentially 64m × |T | bits for dense data streams required
by the DSTree).
3. Our indirect 2-step edge-based algorithm for mining frequent subgraphs from graph streams
After reviewing three structures (i.e., DSTree, DSTable, and DSMatrix) for mining data streams, let us present
in this section our indirect 2-step edge-based algorithm for mining a speciﬁc class of streams—streams of graph
structured data (i.e., graph streams). Like the general data streams, the graph streams can also be divided into
batches. However, unlike the general data streams (in which each batch contains multiple transactions), each batch
in the graph streams contains multiple graphs. Each graph G = (V, E) consists of |V | vertices and |E| edges. See
Example 1, which represents some insertions, deletions, and/or updates on the linkages among linked data in graphs
or networks (e.g., linked documents in a semantic web, friendships in a social network, connections in sensor or road
networks).
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Table 1. A list of neighboring edges for the graph stream in Example 1 (Observation 1).
Edge Neighboring edges Edge Neighboring edges Edge Neighboring edges
a b, d, e and f c b, d, e and f e a, b, c and d
b a, c, e and f d a, c, e and f f a, b, c and d
Fig. 1. A stream of graph structured data (Example 1).
Example 1. For illustrative purpose, let us consider the following stream of 9 graphs (as shown Fig. 1), where each
graph Gi = (Vi, Ei) consists of |Vi| = 4 vertices and 1 ≤ |Ei| ≤ 6 edges labelled a, b, c, d, e & f (for 1 ≤ i ≤ 9):
• V1 = V2 = . . . = V8 = V9, whereas
• E1 = {a, b, e} at time T1,
• E2 = {a, b, c, e} at time T2,
• E3 = {a, c, f } at time T3,
• E4 = {a, c, d, f } at time T4,
• E5 = {a, d, e, f } at time T5,
• E6 = {a, b, c} at time T6,
• E7 = E3 = {a, c, f } at time T7,
• E8 = E4 = {a, c, d, f } at time T8, and
• E9 = {b, c, d} at time T9.
As shown Fig. 1, edges in the above 9 graphs E1, E2, . . . , E8 & E9 are arranged in the following way that they share
some of 4 vertices:
• edges a, b & e share the same vertex;
• edges a, d & f share another vertex;
• edges b, c & f share the third of the four vertices; and
• edges c, d & e share the last vertex.
Observation 1. We observed from Example 1 that edge a (i) shares a vertex with edges b & e while (ii) sharing
another vertex with edges d & f . In other words, b, d, e and f are neighboring edges of a. Similarly, we also observed
the neighboring edges of the remaining ﬁve edges. All these neighboring edges are shown in Table 1.
With the above edge-based representation of graph streams, we can adapt a commonly used data stream processing
model—namely, the sliding window model, which allows users to focus on graph-structured data in a ﬁxed-size time
window—to process these graph streams. Note that techniques presented in this paper can be easily adapted to the
other stream processing models.
Recall from Section 2.3 that stream mining with the DSMatrix requires the least memory space when compared
with the other two strcutures (DStree or DSTable). Thus, mining with the DSMatrix would be a good choice for
handling high volumes of graph streams. To ﬁnd frequent subgraphs from these graph streams, our indirect 2-step
edge-based graph stream mining algorithm ﬁrst constructs a DSMatrix to capture edges in those graphs within the
current sliding window. When a new batch of graph streams ﬂows in, the window slides. Graphs in the oldest batch
in the sliding window are then removed from the DSMatrix so that graphs in this new batch can be added. In other
words, the mining is “delayed” until it is needed. Once the DSMatrix is constructed, it is kept up-to-date on the disk.
See Example 2.
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Table 2. DSMatrices at the end of time T3, T6 and T9 (Example 2).
(a) DSMatrix at the end of T3 (b) DSMatrix at the end of T6 (c) DSMatrix at the end of T9
Row Contents Row Contents Row Contents
E1E2E3 E1E2E3 E4E5E6 E4E5E6 E7E8E9
Edge a: 1 1 1; Edge a: 1 1 1; 1 1 1; Edge a: 1 1 1; 1 1 0;
Edge b: 1 1 0; Edge b: 1 1 0; 0 0 1; Edge b: 0 0 1; 0 0 1;
Edge c: 0 1 1; Edge c: 0 1 1; 1 0 1; Edge c: 1 0 1; 1 1 1;
Edge d: 0 0 0; Edge d: 0 0 0; 1 1 0; Edge d: 1 1 0; 0 1 1;
Edge e: 1 1 0; Edge e: 1 1 0; 0 1 0; Edge e: 0 1 0; 0 0 0;
Edge f : 0 0 1; Edge f : 0 0 1; 1 1 0; Edge f : 1 1 0; 1 1 0;
Boundary: Column 3 Boundaries: Columns 3 & 6 Boundaries: Columns 3 & 6
Example 2. Consider the graph stream in Example 1. With a sliding window of size w = 2 batches (i.e., only two
batches are kept) where each batch keeps graphs for three time instances, our indirect 2-step edge-based algorithm
ﬁrst constructs a DSMatrix to capture edges in those graphs within the current sliding window. Consequently, at the
end of time T3, the DSMatrix keeps the three graphs with edges E1 = {a, b, e}, E2 = {a, b, c, e} and E3 = {a, c, f } from
the ﬁrst batch B1. See Table 2(a).
At the end of time T6, the DSMatrix keeps (i) these three graphs with edges E1 = {a, b, e}, E2 = {a, b, c, e} and
E3 = {a, c, f } from the ﬁrst batch B1; and (ii) adds three new graphs with edges E4 = {a, c, d, f }, E5 = {a, d, e, f }
and E6 = {a, b, c} from the second batch B2. In addition, the DSMatrix also keeps track of the global boundary
information, which is applicable for all rows/graphs. See Table 2(b).
When the third batch (batch B3) of graph streams ﬂows in, the window slides. At the end of time T9, the DSMatrix
uses the boundary information to (i) remove all columns up to Column 3 (i.e., those three graphs with edges E1 =
{a, b, e}, E2 = {a, b, c, e} and E3 = {a, c, f } belonging to the ﬁrst batch B1) and (ii) keeps all graphs in Column (3+1)
to Column 6 (or more precisely, shifts all columns from Columns 4–6 to Columns 1–3). In other words, the DSMatrix
keeps the three graphs with edges E4 = {a, c, d, f }, E5 = {a, d, e, f } and E6 = {a, b, c} from the second batch B2.
Moreover, the DSMatrix appends three new graphs with edges E7 = E3 = {a, c, f }, E8 = E4 = {a, c, d, f } and
E9 = {b, c, d} from the third batch B3. Again, the DSMatrix keeps track of the global boundary information, which is
applicable for all rows/graphs. See Table 2(c).
3.1. Step 1 of our 2-step algorithm: discovering all frequent edges
With the bitwise representation of graph streams in the DSMatrix, it is logical to mine frequent subgraphs vertically.
Speciﬁcally, our edge-based algorithm examines each row (representing an edge). The row sum (i.e., total number of
1s) gives the frequency of the edge represented by that row. Any edge with row sum (i.e., frequency) ≥ a user-speciﬁed
threshold minsup is considered frequent.
Example 3. Recall from Example 2 that important contents of the graph stream (e.g., contents of the w = 2 batches of
graphs—more speciﬁcally, edges of these graphs) shown in Example 1 are captured by the DSMatrix. Let minsup be
set to 2. When applying our 2-step edge-based algorithm to this graph stream, the algorithm counts the row sum of the
DSMatrix shown in Table 2(b) and discovers that all edges are frequent at the end of time T6 because the frequencies
of edges a, b, c, d, e and f are 6, 3, 4, 2, 3 and 3, respectively. A frequency of 6 for edge a means that edge a appears
in all 6 graphs G1,G2, . . . ,G6.
Similarly, by counting the row sum of the DSMatrix shown in Table 2(c), our 2-step edge-based algorithm ﬁnds
that edge e is no longer frequent. In other words, all except edge e are frequent at the end of time T9 because the
frequencies of edges a, b, c, d, e and f are 5, 2, 5, 4, 1 and 4, respectively. Note that the frequency of edge a is dropped
from 6 (appearing in all 6 graphs G1,G2, . . . ,G6) to 5 (appearing in only 5 graphs G4,G5, . . . ,G8).
Once the frequent singleton edges are found, we intersect the bit vectors for two edges. If the row sum of the
resulting intersection ≥ a user-speciﬁed threshold minsup, then we ﬁnd a frequent edge-pair (i.e., a collection of
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2 frequent edges). We then ﬁnd edge-triplets (i.e., collections of 3 edges) by intersecting two edge-pairs that share a
common edge. Afterwards, we apply a similar procedure to ﬁnd every collection of k edges (for k ≥ 4).
To speed up this mining step, our 2-step edge-based algorithm intersects the bit vectors for two frequent edges.
If the row sum of the resulting intersection ≥ a user-speciﬁed threshold minsup, then we ﬁnd a frequent edge-pair.
Our algorithm then ﬁnds edge-triplets (i.e., collections of 3 edges) by intersecting two frequent edge-pairs that share
a common edge. The same procedure is repeated recursively by intersecting those frequent intersection results that
share some common edges to ﬁnd every collection of k edges (for k ≥ 4). See Example 4.
Example 4. Continue with Example 3. After ﬁnding ﬁve frequent singleton edges a, b, c, d and f at the end of time T9,
our 2-step edge-based algorithm intersects the bit vector of frequent singleton edge a with any one of the remaining
four bit vectors (for frequent singleton edges b, c, d and f ) to ﬁnd three frequent edge-pairs {a, c}, {a, d} and {a, f }
with frequencies 4, 3 and 4, respectively, because (i) the intersection of −→a=111110 and −→c=101111 gives bit vector
−→ac=101110, (ii) the intersection of −→a and −→d=110011 gives bit vector −→ad=110010, and (iii) the intersection of −→a and−→f =110110 gives bit vector −→a f=110110. Note that the intersection of −→a and −→b=001001 gives a bit vector 001000 with
a row sum < minsup.
Next, the algorithm intersects (i) −→ac with −→ad to get −−→acd=100010, (ii) −→ac with −→a f to get −−→ac f=100110, and (iii) −→ad
with −→a f to get −−→ad f=110010. Hence, it ﬁnds frequent three edge-triplets {a, c, d}, {a, c, f } and {a, d, f }.
The algorithm also intersects −−→acd with −−→ac f to ﬁnd a frequent edge-quadruplet {a, c, d, f } with −−−→acd f=100010. So
far, the algorithm has found all 1+3+3+1 = 8 collections of frequent edges containing a: {a}; {a, c}, {a, d}, {a, f };
{a, c, d}, {a, c, f }, {a, d, f }; and {a, c, d, f }.
Afterwards, our algorithm applies similar steps with the bit vectors for other edges. For instance, it intersects −→b
with −→c ,−→d and −→f , and ﬁnds out that—among them—only {b, c} is frequent with frequency 2. The algorithm also
intersects −→c with −→d and −→f to ﬁnd frequent two edge-pairs {c, d} and {c, f }, each having frequency 3 as −→cd=100011
and −→c f=100110. It also ﬁnds a frequent edge-triplet {c, d, f } by intersecting −→cd and −→c f . Finally, it intersects −→d with−→f to ﬁnd a frequent edge-pair {d, f } with frequency 3. Consequently, our algorithm ﬁnds a total of 17 collections of
frequent k edges (where 1 ≤ k ≤ 4), which include 8 collections (containing a), 1+1=2 collections (containing b but
not a), 1+2+1=4 collections (containing c but not a or b), 1+1=2 collections (containing d but not a, b or c), and
1 collection (containing only f ).
3.2. Step 2 of our 2-step algorithm: pruning disjoint frequent edges
Once Step 1 of our 2-step algorithm has found collections of all frequent edges—which include connected edges
such as {a, d} as well as disjoint edges such as {a, c}, Step 2 of our algorithm applies a post-processing step to check
every frequent edge to prune those disjoint ones. Based on Observation 1, if two edges are connected (by sharing
a vertex), then one edge is a neighboring edge of another. Two edges are disjoint if they are not neighboring edges
(i.e., do not share any common vertex). For instance, we check and keep {a, d} because d is a neighboring edge of a.
However, we check and prune away {a, c} because c is not a neighboring edge of a. See Example 5.
Example 5. Recall from Example 4 that Step 1 of our 2-step algorithm found 17 collections of frequent edges, which
may include some disjoint edges (i.e., false positives). So, Step 2 checks these collections to determine if any are
disjoint. Speciﬁcally, upon checking, our algorithm ﬁnds that frequent edge-pairs {a, d} and {a, f } are connected
because both d and f are neighbouring edges of a. However, as c is not a neighbouring edge of a, frequent edge-pair
{a, c} is disjoint and can thus be pruned.
Similarly, frequent edge-pair {b, c} is also connected (because c is a neighbouring edge of b); frequent edge-pairs
{c, d} and {c, f } are connected (because both d and f are neighbouring edges of c). Finally, frequent edge-pair {d, f }
is also connected (because f is a neighbouring edge of d).
Note that the four frequent edge-triplets {a, c, d}, {a, c, f }, {a, d, f } and {c, d, f }, as well as the one frequent edge-
quadruplet {a, c, d, f }, found in Step 1 are all connected.
To summarize, among the 17 collections of frequent edges, Step 2 of our 2-step algorithm prunes a disjoint edge-
pair {a, c} in this illustrative example. The algorithm returns 17−1 = 16 frequent connected subgraphs. More pruning
is expected for bigger graphs in the stream.
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Observation 2. We observed from Example 5 that the 2-step algorithm does not need to check all 17 collections of
frequent k edges to determine which disjoint collections need to be pruned. Speciﬁcally, as the algorithm ﬁnds a
collection of k+1 edges by intersecting two collections of k frequent edges that share a common edge for k ≥ 2 (e.g.,
intersecting two frequent edge-pairs to get an edge-triplet), all the resulting collections of k+1 edges are guaranteed
to be connected. Hence, the algorithm only needs to check 3+1+2+1 = 7 edge-pairs.
4. Our direct 1-step edge-based algorithm for mining frequent subgraphs from graph streams
The previous section shows how our 2-step algorithm indirectly mines frequent subgraphs from graph streams by
discovering all collections of frequent edges in Step 1 and then pruning collections of disjoint edges in Step 2. Such an
indirect mining approach may incur a lot of time and eﬀort in discovering all collections of frequent edges—including
many disjoint edges, which are then pruned.
To deal with this issue, we present our 1-step algorithm that directly mines frequent subgraphs in this section. This
algorithm ﬁrst mines frequent singleton edges in the same way as in our 2-step algorithm. Then, unlike our 2-step
algorithm, we intersect the bit vectors for two connected edges—based on the neighborhood information—to ﬁnd
connected edge-pairs (i.e., collections of 2 connected edges). Afterwards, we intersect two collections of k frequent
connected edges that share a common edge to get a collection of k+1 connected edges. Since the two edges for
intersection share a common edge, they are guaranteed to be connected.
Example 6. Revisit Examples 3–5. With minsup=2, our 1-step edge-based algorithm directly mines frequent sub-
graphs as follows. It ﬁrst discovers 5 frequent singleton edges a, b, c, d and f . These are edges with row sums in the
DSMatrix in Table 2(c) ≥ minsup.
The algorithm then intersects bit vectors of connected edges such as (i) −→a with −→b , −→d and −→f to get −→ab, −→ad and −→a f ;
(ii) −→b with −→c and −→f to get −→bc and −→b f ; (iii) −→c with −→d and −→f to get −→cd and −→c f ; as well as (iv) −→d with −→f to get −→d f .
Among them, −→b f is infrequent, and thus edge-pair {b, f } is not returned to users. Moreover, when compared with our
2-step algorithm, this 1-step algorithm saves some computation by not intersecting −→a with −→c because edges a and c
are disjoint. Similarly, our 1-step algorithm also saves some computation by not needing to count frequency for the
infrequent disjoint edge-pair {b, d} because it does not even intersect −→b with −→d .
Afterwards, the algorithm intersects two collections of k frequent connected edges that share a common edge to
get a collection of k+1 connected edges. For instance, it intersects −→ad with −→a f to get −−→ad f , −→ad with −→cd to get −−→acd,−→a f with −→c f to get −−→ac f , −−→acd with −−→ac f to get −−−→acd f , and −→cd with −→c f to get −−→cd f . Consequently, this 1-step algorithm
directly discovers a total of 16 frequent subgraphs (i.e., 16 collections of frequent connected edges): {a}; {a, d}, {a, f };
{a, c, d}, {a, c, f }, {a, d, f }; {a, c, d, f }; {b}; {b, c}; {c}; {c, d}, {c, f }; {c, d, f }; {d}; {d, f }; and { f }.
5. Evaluation
To evaluate our two edge-based frequent subgraph mining algorithms, we generated graph streams by using random
graph models via a Java-based generator with various model parameters (e.g., topology, average fan-out of nodes,
edge centrality, etc.) and derived edges from the graph models. In addition, we also used many diﬀerent datasets
including IBM synthetic datasets, real-life datasets (e.g., connect4) from the UC Irvine Machine Learning Depository
as well as those from the Frequent Itemset Mining Implementation (FIMI) Dataset Repository. For example, connect4
is a dense data set containing 67,557 records. Each record represents a graph of legal 8-ply positions in the game of
connect 4. All experiments were run in a time-sharing environment on a 1 GHz machine. We set each batch to be
6K records and the window size w=5 batches. The reported ﬁgures are based on the average of multiple runs. Runtime
includes CPU and I/Os.
We ﬁrst measured the accuracy of mining with the following structures: (i) DSTree23, (ii) DSTable5, and (iii) DS-
Matrix. Experimental results show that our two algorithms (which both use the DSMatrix) gave the same mining
results as existing algorithms that use DSTree and DSTable.
We also measured the space eﬃciency. Experimental results show that mining with the DSTree stored one global
DSTree and multiple local FP-trees in main memory, and thus took the largest main memory space. Mining with
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Fig. 2. Evaluation results.
the DSTable and DSMatrix required less memory because the DSTable and DSMatrix were kept on disk. Our two
algorithms (Sections 3 and 4) required the least amount of memory space because they both work with bit vectors.
In addition, we measured the time eﬃciency. Our mining algorithms (Sections 3 and 4) also required the shortest
runtime when compared with existing algorithms that mine with the DSTree or DSTable because ours work with
bitwise and set intersection operators. Between our two algorithms, as expected, the indirect 2-step algorithm required
longer runtime than the direct 1-step algorithm because the latter mines frequent connected subgraphs directly. See
Fig. 2.
Furthermore, we performed some additional experiments (e.g., evaluating the eﬀect of minsup). Results on Fig. 2
show that the runtime decreased when minsup increased. The results on varying the number of batches in the graph
stream show the scalability of our two edge-based mining algorithms.
6. Conclusions
In the current era of Big data, high volumes of valuable data can be generated at a high velocity from high-varieties
of data sources in various real-life applications ranging from sensor networks to social networks, from bio-informatics
to chemical informatics. In addition, Big data are also available in business, education, engineering, ﬁnance, health-
care, scientiﬁc, telecommunication, and transportation domains. A collection of these data can be viewed as a big
dynamic graph structure. Embedded in them are implicit, previously unknown, and potentially useful knowledge.
Consequently, eﬃcient knowledge discovery algorithms for mining frequent subgraphs from these dynamic stream-
ing graph structured data are in demand. On the one hand, some existing algorithms discover collections of frequently
co-occurring edges, which may be disjoint. On the other hand, some other existing algorithms discover frequent sub-
graphs by requiring very large memory space. With high volumes of Big data, available memory space may be limited.
To discover collections of frequently co-occurring connected edges, we presented in this paper two time-eﬃcient and
space-eﬃcient edge-based algorithms that mine frequent subgraphs from graph streams. Our indirect 2-step algorithm
ﬁrst discovers all frequent edges and then prunes disjoint edges at a post-processing step, whereas our direct 1-step
algorithm pushes the pruning step early inside in the mining process for discovering all frequent connected edges.
Experimental results show the accuracy and eﬃciency of both edge-based algorithms in mining frequent subgraphs
from graph streams.
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